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1 **Abbreviations and Acronyms**

AIDS  Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome  
ANDA  Abbreviated New Drug Application  
API  Active Pharmaceutical Ingredient  
ARV  Anti-retroviral  
DFID  Department for International Development  
DMF  Drug Master File  
EMR  Exclusive Marketing Rights  
EU  European Union  
FDA  Food and Drug Administration  
GLP  Good Laboratory Practice  
GMP  Good Manufacturing Practice  
GSK  GlaxoSmithKline  
HIV  Human Immunodeficiency Virus  
ICMR  Indian Council of Medical Research  
IFPMA  International Federation of Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association  
INTECH  Institute for New Technologies of the United Nations University  
IP  Intellectual Property  
IPR  Intellectual Property Rights  
MNC  Multi-national Corporation  
MSF  Médecins Sans Frontières  
NCE  New Chemical Entity  
NDA  New Drug Application  
NIH  National Institutes of Health  
PPP  Private Public Partnership  
R&D  Research and Development  
TB  Tuberculosis  
TRIPS  Trade-related aspects of intellectual property rights  
UNICEF  United Nations Children’s Fund  
US  United States  
WHO  World Health Organization  
WTO  World Trade Organization
## 2 Definitions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regulated markets</td>
<td>Those markets with more established systems of patent laws and relatively more sophisticated regulatory systems for drug quality control – the US, EU and Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unregulated (or less regulated) markets</td>
<td>Those markets with less well established systems of patent laws and relatively less sophisticated regulatory systems for drug quality control – most of Africa, Asia – including India and China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Chemical Entity (NCE)</td>
<td>A drug compound that meets novelty criteria, as defined in national laws</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviated New Drug Application (ANDA)</td>
<td>The registration application for a product that is less novel than a NCE – e.g. a variant on an existing formulation, a new dosage form or a new indication for an existing product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Drug Application (NDA)</td>
<td>The registration application for a more novel product than those products that would qualify for an ANDA application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug Master File (DMF)</td>
<td>The registration application on an API</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active Pharmaceutical Ingredient (API)</td>
<td>The primary, active ingredient(s) of a final pharmaceutical product, produced in the first stage of pharmaceutical production and usually in bulk quantities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmaceutical intermediates</td>
<td>Chemical products produced in stages leading up to production of an API. Different APIs will have a different number of stages, with more complex APIs having, for example, a dozen of more intermediate stages before production of the final API</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plain vanilla generics</td>
<td>Commodity generics, post-patent expiry, that offer little or no innovative value over the originator’s product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blockbuster</td>
<td>Pharmaceutical industry jargon for a product with very large sales – usually 1 billion or more – and on the back of which new product development can be funded. Examples: the anti-ulcer drug Zantac was a major blockbuster for Glaxo and the anti-depressant Prozac was a major blockbuster for Eli Lilly</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Specialty generics  Generics that provide some innovative value over the originator’s product, such as an alternative dosage formulation, or new drug delivery system

Branded generics  Generic drugs to which the generic company has attached its brand name and may invest marketing effort in differentiating the brand against other brands

Generic drugs  Off-patent drugs, which have received market approval based on proof of bio-equivalence¹ to the originator’s product

Biologics/biologicals  Medical preparations made from living organisms and their products, such as insulin, erythropoietin, vaccines

Biogenerics  Generic versions of biological products, i.e. copies that have been proven to be therapeutically similar
To meet obligations under the Agreement on Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS), China enacted regulation in 2002 extending pharmaceutical patents to twenty years, and data-exclusivity for six years and India plans to amend its patent laws by 2005 to allow for pharmaceutical product patents on any product with a patent issued after January 1, 1995.

Why is the introduction of product patents in India and China important? Firms in these countries are important suppliers of low-priced active pharmaceutical ingredients and finished products domestically and to developing countries, and many fear that the introduction of product patents will destroy these industries and lead to increased drug prices. DFID has consequently commissioned this study to answer some emerging policy questions:

- What will happen to the pharmaceutical industries in these countries? Will Indian and Chinese pharmaceutical firms be displaced as MNCs enter their domestic markets, or become multinationals themselves, governed by the same incentive structure?

- What will happen to the supply of low-priced medicines within these countries as well as internationally (where India and China export ingredients or finished products)? Will January 1, 2005 be the start of the doomsday many have feared?

The line of reasoning that connects IP, the pharmaceutical industries in India and China and access to medicines is not a direct one, so deserves clarification. Enhanced IP protection can close off certain revenue options and cause a reorientation of firms’ strategies. This reorientation can affect industry structure and types of competition, and this can lead to changes in prices, quality levels and physical availability. Similarly, access to new medicines can also be affected by enhanced IP protection, but indirectly, through IP’s influence on a firm’s market orientation, and thus, the incentive structure to invest in R&D. The incentive to invest in R&D has implications for the number and type of new drugs that are developed through this investment.

This study reveals that enhanced IP protection in China and the approaching introduction of product patent law in India are already having an effect on the product and market strategies of Indian firms. The introduction of product patents means that Indian firms will have reduced revenue options for the sale of drugs domestically, since generic copies of newer drugs will become illegal. To compensate for this revenue loss, Indian firms have increased their emphasis on exporting to the more profitable regulated markets, as evidenced by the large concentration of FDA approved manufacturing
plants (more than any other country besides the US, numbering 60). There is also an increased focus on product innovation, with the most successful firms investing an increasing amount in R&D, including in partnership with MNCs, and with increasingly positive results; one-third of all FDA applications came from India in 2003, and this number is expected to be one-half in 2004. MNCs have been interested in working with Indian firms for some time, attracted by the lower cost structure – estimated to be one-eighth (in R&D) to one-fifth (in manufacturing) compared to Western firms; advanced chemistry and process engineering skills; and large market size. In conclusion, the prospects are extremely positive for the future of the Indian industry, in contrast to what many would predict.

The Chinese industry has different strengths and weaknesses versus the Indian industry. At this time, China is primarily still thought of as the lowest-cost source of pharmaceutical ingredients and plain vanilla generics, rather than the source of more innovative products. However, some of the major current domestic generic producers are migrating towards innovative R&D, at least as a longer-term goal. Within the innovative products category, Chinese firms appear to be focused on opportunities with biotech and traditional medicine primarily, with a lesser emphasis on small molecules, the traditional area of expertise of MNCs and Indian firms. Although China's expertise in selected sectors (e.g. biotech) already stands out at the international level, the industrialisation of this expertise is under-developed. Co-operative relationships between MNCs and Chinese firms are also not exactly comparable to the Indian situation either, as many MNCs are put off by the language barriers, relatively lower level of chemistry skills in China, relatively inferior quality, insecure institutional environment for intellectual property protection, long registration approval processes, and regulatory favouritism towards local firms.

Although some have feared that the advancing product and market strategies of Indian and Chinese firms would cause them to lose interest in serving their traditional low-priced/high-volume markets, there is ample reason to believe that these firms will not reject the markets that have been their bread and butter for several decades. Low-priced/high-volume markets have been and are likely to remain relatively more attractive to Indian and Chinese firms, given the lower cost structure of these firms, their existing expertise in serving these markets, and their need to balance their more risky forays into the regulated markets with more advanced products.

There exist theoretical arguments to predict as well as some evidence to reveal what effect changing IP is having on the pricing and availability of medicines within China and India. The good news is that the availability and pricing of approximately 90% of medicines in India and China, including most the WHO Model List of Essential Medicines, should not be affected by the introduction of product patents.

With the introduction of product patents in India, the category of products that will be immediately affected will be those patented after 2005, and, depending upon how
TRIPS is translated into domestic law, perhaps those medicines patented between 1995 and 2005 as well. The latter includes some of the newer ARVs and some important anti-cancer drugs. Access may be impeded for these categories of products in terms of price or even lack of physical availability at any price. China is already experiencing access problems within the category of newer drugs. Some important ARVs are simply not physically present on the Chinese market, while others are present, but at prices aimed at skimming the wealthy market segment.

As for access to new medicines, as mentioned above, changing IP is influencing the business strategies of firms in India and China, and the incentive to invest in R&D in order to move up the product/market hierarchy. Thus, indications are that enhanced IP is encouraging increased development of new medicines, which is a good thing for access. However, there is mixed theory and evidence to support the idea that Indian and Chinese firms may be more likely than MNCs to devote R&D expenditure towards the development of products for neglected diseases.

Worldwide access to medicines, where India and China provide products or sources of price competition, is affected not only by the parameters discussed above which determine domestic access in India and China, but also by the IP situation in the importing country. Many African countries already implemented domestic patent legislation in line with the more regulated markets. Thus, although generic copies of, for example, older ARVs will be able to remain on the market in India, domestic legislation would not authorise generic copies in these African countries unless the patent holder has waived its rights or licensed the patents to generic firms. Where the patent holder is not willing to do this, the options include trying to access differential prices of the originator’s product through ‘access’ programmes, pooling demand for bulk purchasing, tapping in to less expensive sources of the originator’s product through parallel importing, issuing a TRIPS-compliant compulsory license, or in eligible countries, amending domestic legislation to take advantage of the TRIPS extension for least developed countries until 2016. All of these options have their practical difficulties.

The final section of the study offers ideas for initiatives that public funding bodies may wish to support with the goal of improving access to medicines.
4 Background

This study is one in a series of several studies commissioned by the UK Department for International Development and focused on answering emerging policy questions related to access to medicines.

4.1 Purpose

The objective of this study is to answer the following policy-relevant questions: How is implementation of product patents in India and China affecting access to medicines? Will generic copies of patented medicines have to be withdrawn from the market? Will prices rise? Will the domestic industry disappear? Will MNCs become more interested in working with domestic firms? What are the implications for donors?

4.2 Scope

Although this study highlights the impact of intellectual property on foreign direct investment, trade and firm strategy, with inevitable consequences for industrial development, this study is not primarily about the pharmaceutical sector’s role in economic development in India and China. A wide literature exists debating the positives and negatives of the introduction of patent laws on the development of the pharmaceutical industry, technological development, and economic development in emerging markets.

This study is primarily about what will happen to important sources of low-cost quality medicines coming from India and China, an analysis which requires looking at the probable strategic scenarios and options available to firms in these countries (with inevitable implications for the industries as a whole, and for economic development).

It must be recognised that the paper’s focus on pharmaceutical supply and pricing is only one part of a multi-faceted system determining levels of access to medicines. For example, WHO advises that rational selection, sustainable financing, reliable systems and finally, affordable pricing are all necessary components in achieving better access to medicines.

4.3 Methods

This study does not rely on country-level empirical data collection, although selected interviews were conducted with informants in order to confirm and supplement information gleaned from written reports. It was primarily a desk-based exercise, focused on a cost-effective means of gathering information from available reports,
studies, and interviews to answer a set of policy-relevant questions. What is new about this study is the way that it brings together these pieces of information, from quite varied sources, to answer these specific questions.

Methods included a review of literature, including academic, press, and equity analyst reports from the major investment banks. The research assistance of Kate Hurtig and Rabiya Hussain was helpful in gathering this literature. Interviews were held with the following categories of people: academics, pharmaceutical equity analysts based in major banks in India and London, researchers and medical practitioners based in China, operational managers as well as corporate communications individuals within research-based MNCs, the IFPMA, individuals from the Indian and South African generics industries, a patent law expert as well as an industrial development expert in India, individuals from WHO and individuals from other UN agencies who are knowledgeable in the subject areas covered. A London Business School sponsored Indian Business Forum, which had a break-out panel session on the Indian pharmaceutical industry, also provided useful information.

Helpful comments were received on an early draft of this paper in May/June 2004 by Nel Druce, Deputy Director of the Institute for Health Sector Development; Professor Lynn Mytelka, Director of INTECH; Maciej Gajewski, Policy Research Analyst, IFPMA; Dr Yusuf Hamied, Founder and Chief Executive Officer of Cipla Ltd; Professor Brook Baker, Northeastern University Law School, Boston MA; Andreas Seiter of the World Bank and Emma Back, team leader, Access to Medicines team, DFID. A second draft went through a formal review process, and benefited from feedback submitted by Hannah Kettler of the Gates Foundation; Andrew Creese at WHO; Abdul Barkat, Professor of Economics, University of Dhaka; Professor Richard Mahoney, University of California, San Diego; and Krisana Kraisintu, former Director of the Government Pharmaceutical Organization of Thailand and now an independent consultant working in three African countries to develop capacity for ARV production.

4.4 Format of the study

The study takes the format of considering the following questions in turn:

1. Why is pharmaceutical supply coming from India and China important to access to medicines?

2. What is the international context within which Indian and Chinese firms are operating?

3. What is the state of the Indian pharmaceutical industry today – its strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats? How are Indian firms responding to changes in IP? What are of implications for access to medicines of changes in competition at the firm and product level?
4. What is the state of the Chinese pharmaceutical industry today – its strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats? How are Chinese firms responding to changes in IP? What are of implications for access to medicines of changes in competition at the firm and product level?

5. How does changing IP in India and China affect the rest of world, where these countries supply ingredients or finished products?

6. What initiatives might donors consider to improve access to medicines?
Civil society has been concerned that the enforcement of WTO rules will have a negative effect on local manufacturing capacity, including in India and China. But it may not be evident to everyone why we should care about manufacturing capacity in India and China from an access to medicines standpoint. The following paragraphs provide evidence of China and India’s importance to medicines supply in developing countries.

### 5.1 Domestic access to medicines

Since India and China together account for about half the poor people in the world, a key question is the degree to which domestic medicine consumption depends upon local producers. The domestic pharmaceutical market in India is worth approximately $4.3 billion, 75% of which is supplied by Indian firms and the remainder by MNCs. In 2002, China’s domestic market was worth approximately $6.1 billion, and IMS Health projects a market growth of 18% per annum, to $10 billion by 2005. This makes China the world’s tenth largest market, ranking just after Canada and Mexico. Like India, much of the domestic consumption in China is supplied by local firms; the US Department of Commerce puts the estimate at 70%. So clearly Indian and Chinese companies are important to the supply of low-priced medicines domestically, where there exists a significant poor population.

### 5.2 International access to medicines

India and China are not only important to domestic consumption, but their supply is important internationally as well.

China is the second largest producer of pharmaceutical ingredients in the world, with an annual output of 800,000 tonnes in 2003. Chinese firms rank first in the world in the production of five pharmaceutical chemicals: penicillin (28,000 tonnes or 60% of world total), vitamin C (98,000 tonnes, of which 54,000 tonnes are sold abroad, or 50% of the world total), terramycin (10,000 tonnes, or 65% of the world total), doxycycline hydrochloride and cephalosporins.

With overall production of $7.3 billion (finished product domestic consumption, plus exports), Indian firms produce approximately 1.5% of the global pharmaceutical market of $480 billion. However, this small share, in value terms, belies the importance of the Indian industry in volume terms, estimated at more than 20% of global consumption.
The large difference between value and volume comes about due to the segment Indian companies serve – the high-volume, low-priced segment. The fact that Indian firms serve developing country markets is also evident from export statistics; in 2003, 40% of Indian finished products, by value, were exported and 60% of API, by value, was exported; and 44% of the combined API and finished product exports, by value, went to highly regulated markets (e.g. USA, Europe, Japan and Australia), leaving the other 56% to ‘less regulated’ markets, a category which applies to all developing countries.

India and China have also been important suppliers in certain product segments that treat diseases prevalent in poor countries, ensuring a competitive environment and with this, lowered prices. China is a major supplier of ingredients for antibiotics and India supplies API and finished product of many products, most notably vaccines and ARVs, to the developing and developed world. Ironically, despite problems with access to ARVs within China, as discussed in subsequent sections, China is a large exporter of ingredients for ARVs, with many Indian and developing country manufacturers now sourcing from China. The Government Pharmaceutical Organization of Thailand gets 90% of its raw materials for ARV production from India, the three South African producers currently capable of making ARVs get 100% of their raw materials from India, and raw material supply from India and China also dominates the Brazilian ARV market, where 90% of all tender submissions for ARV active principles come from Asian suppliers. More specifically, the Thai Public Health Ministry has clearly stated that their ambitious antiretroviral treatment programme would not exist without generic drugs, which would not have been possible without Indian API supply. The government production facilities produce seven ARV preparations, which are two (neviripine) to twenty-five (Stavudine) times cheaper than the cheapest brand equivalents. The use of locally produced generics has allowed the government’s treatment programme to expand more than eight-fold in the past three years with only 40% increase in budget. As of May 2003, 13,000 patients are receiving ARV treatment, coverage is planned to increase to 70,000 people, using funds from Thai government and the Global Fund for AIDS, TB, and malaria. Thus, almost 10% of people with HIV/AIDS in Thailand will receive treatment within two years. Similarly, data from the Brazilian firm, Farmanguinhos, which supplies approximately 40% of the total Ministry of Health ARV demand, shows that approximately 74% of total ARV purchases in 2002 and 94% of total ARV purchases in 2003 were supplied by Indian, Chinese and Korean firms.

Indian ARV finished product supply is important to many non-producing countries as well. The case studies done as part of this series of papers revealed Indian ARV supply as crucial to the domestic ARV treatment programmes in Malawi and Kenya, for example. As detailed in subsequent sections, Indian firms are also the major supplier of Expanded Programme on Immunisation (EPI) vaccines for UNICEF and have successfully developed more novel recombinant hepatitis-B vaccines as well.

It should also be recognised that, with South Africa scaling up its ARV efforts, a large shift in the market dynamics for ARVs is about to take place. Approximately 900,000
people are currently on ARV therapy world-wide (developed and developing countries), 500,000 of whom are in developed countries. Indian firms currently supply the API or the finished product for less than half of the total, but for a large percentage of the patients in developing countries. However, approximately 100,000 new patients are expected to be started on ARV therapy by 2005 in South Africa alone, and the API for this supply will come from India in the near-term, with Chinese and South African suppliers on the horizon. Therefore, because of the scaling up of treatment in South Africa, suppliers from India, China and South Africa will soon become more important sources of API and/or ARV finished product supply globally.

In summary, the prospects for the Indian and Chinese industry are important from the standpoint of access to medicines domestically, internationally, and more specifically, within product segments that treat diseases prevalent in poor countries.

5.3 Indirect benefits via market structure and overall competitive environment

It is not only the direct supply from these countries that is important, but also the indirect effect on the competitiveness of the marketplace. For example, generic offers sparked a price war for ARVs which brought the annual price for triple therapy down from 10,000 to 350 in a single year. For example, in Brazil, ARV prices came down by 82% within five years after Brazil initiated local generic production (based primarily on API supply from India) and provided universal free HIV treatment to Brazilians who needed it. This price reduction was partly a result of the strong negotiations government was able to have with patent originators, based on the threat of compulsory licensing made credible by the presence of Asian API and domestic production capabilities. Thus, the Chinese and Indian industries are important in terms of these indirect benefits as well.
6 The Context

How Indian and Chinese firms are adapting to IP changes in their own countries can be better understood in the context of changes happening in the pharmaceutical sector in developed market economies. Systemic changes happening within the regulated markets are pushing MNCs to consider new business models and at the same time, are creating opportunities for firms in India and China to approach these markets on their own merit.

For example, the escalating drug bill in the regulated markets has caused governments to look for cost savings. Increasing costs are partly a function of the incremental cost of specialist care products, with the result that secondary care is increasingly taking up a larger percentage of the overall health care expenditure. This trend is set to continue, as drugs become increasingly tailored (e.g., gene based therapies). The government squeeze on prices means that MNCs will increasingly need to offer lower prices, and so reduce their costs, if they want to maintain profitability. Sub-contracting to lower cost firms in India and China is one way to achieve this lower cost. Such pressure on pricing also means that there will be greater opportunities for high-quality firms in India and China, with their relatively lower cost structure, to find direct custom in the regulated markets.

The acceleration of patent expiries between now and 2007 presents a further opportunity. About $60 billion worth of blockbusters will open up to legitimate generic competition; consequently, the generics market is forecast to outperform the branded pharmaceutical sector significantly in sales growth to 2007.

The cost of R&D has also been escalating, and US based pharmaceutical companies are at an all-time low in terms of R&D productivity. Despite a doubling of R&D spend between 1995 and 2002, the FDA approved only 17 NCEs in 2002 – a disappointing fraction of the fifteen-year high of 56 NCEs approved in 1996 and the lowest number since 1983. The implication is that MNCs will need to find ways to increase their R&D productivity, and it also means that Indian and Chinese firms with relatively novel approaches to product and process development may find opportunities opening up for them, whether through go-it-alone strategies or through co-operative R&D partnerships with MNCs.
While external systemic changes are creating opportunities for Indian firms, technological advancement and domestic regulatory changes are pushing these firms to adapt their business strategies as well.

**7.1 A snapshot of the Indian industry today**

The Indian industry has progressed through the value-added ladder of pharmaceutical production as a result of its domestic policies as well as the presence of supportive factor conditions, namely, the pool of scientific excellence available at low cost, and the large domestic demand for pharmaceuticals which enables economic viability in the scale intensive active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) production stage.

As of 1999, the Indian pharmaceutical industry accounted for 70% of the bulk drugs and 80% of the formulations in the country, making India one of the few countries in the world achieving self-sufficiency in drugs. The industry is highly fragmented; no single company has more than 7% market share, and the largest five companies account for just 20% of the total market. The most promising firms have solid funding, fuelled by profits and early embrace of the capital markets.

**India’s core competencies**

Complex synthesis capabilities, increasingly good manufacturing practices (GMP) and low-cost production, as detailed below, are core competencies that have led Indian pharmaceutical companies to heightened global visibility within the speciality generics and even branded pharmaceutical businesses.
Box 1: Cost advantages of Indian firms

Indian firms have lower costs – estimated to be one-eighth (in R&D) to one-fifth (in manufacturing) compared to Western firms. The following factors are the basis for this cost advantage:

**Fixed asset costs:** The cost of building a new manufacturing facility complying with international regulatory norms is about one-fourth the cost of setting up a similar facility in the US or Europe. Civil construction is $8-$12 per square foot versus $75 in the US. Material costs (used for reactors, vessels, and other equipment) may also be lower.

**Cheaper labour:** The cost of an Indian based laboratory analyst/chemist is one-fifth to one-eighth of the US cost. Higher-level Indian scientists are well trained yet earn about a third of their Western counterparts’ salaries. Finally, plant employees cost $120–$150 per month.

**Chemistry/process expertise and development costs:** More than three decades of reverse engineering ‘on-patent’ drugs (process engineering) has made Indian companies extremely proficient in speedy generic drug development, therefore more productive per unit of cost. Lower development costs result in lower regulatory filing costs, and this, combined with the increasing admissibility of Indian bio-equivalence studies to the FDA, puts India at an advantage. On the manufacturing side, continuous process improvement has also resulted in a highly efficient cost structure for India’s bulk actives.

**Clinical study costs:** A large population of treatment-naïve patients facilitates rapid trial recruitment into large clinical studies. Cost per patient enrolled is approximately one-tenth of the cost in the US. However, neither Indian companies nor international companies have leveraged this cost advantage in any material sense – Indian companies due to nascent drug discovery research and pharmaceutical MNCs due to concerns over intellectual property confidentiality.

**Cost of sales force:** The average salary (including all benefits) of a typical drug representative for the Indian market is $4,000 per year.

**Driver of change: 2005 patent reform**

The development of the Indian pharmaceutical industry has been shaped by the position of the Indian government on intellectual property law as outlined in the Indian Patent Act of 1970, under which only process patents were covered. Furthermore, the Act provided only seven years of process patent protection for pharmaceuticals – about half of the average 15 years required to develop and test a new drug. The result – more than three
decades of reverse engineering ‘on-patent’ products, a flourishing domestic generics market, as well as strong chemistry and process engineering expertise.

To meet its obligations under TRIPS, one of the outcomes of the Uruguay trade round (1986-94), India will have to amend its patent laws by 2005 to allow for pharmaceutical product patents on any product with a patent issued after January 1, 1995. From January 1, 2005, 20-year product patents will be awarded.

With these changes, many observers are questioning the future of the Indian industry. Will it continue being the predominant supplier to the south? Will it continue to imitate the drugs of the patent originator’s in developed countries? Or will the Indian companies innovate to a level that will allow them to compete on a par with the research-based MNCs based in developed economies? The following sections explain the evolving strategies of Indian firms and the implications of these developments for the global pharmaceutical industry. The evolving potential of India in the areas of traditional medicine and vaccines development and manufacture is discussed as well.

### 7.2 Strategic choices of Indian firms

The introduction of product patents has important implications for both Indian and Western pharmaceutical companies. After 2005, Indian companies will increasingly need to look beyond the domestic generics market to sustain their sales, since their traditional strategy of copying on-patent drugs will no longer be allowed. They will

#### Strategic choices for Indian firms

- **Compete**
  - Plain vanilla and specialty generics
  - Develop lower risk NDAs
  - Develop follow-on biologics
  - Challenge IPRs on regulated markets
  - Invest in R&D for proprietary NCEs

- **Co-operate**
  - Provide contract manufacturing for MNCs
  - Supply API to MNCs
  - Partner with MNCs for their sales channels
  - Provide clinical outsourcing for MNCs
  - R&D collaboration
consequently need to look towards export markets and focus on product innovation. In pursuing the regulated markets, the more successful Indian firms are faced with a similar strategic choice in how to achieve such growth: whether to co-operate or compete with the large international pharmaceutical companies. However, there are multiple sub-strategies that Indian firms can choose within the framework of this strategic dilemma, and the strongest Indian firms have been able to pursue both strategies simultaneously.

7.2.1 Variants of the competitive business model

Many firms plan to meet the product patent challenge with a multi-stage strategy of moving up the product value chain and increasing exports to regulated markets, such as the US and Europe. Leveraging their comparative cost advantages, these firms plan to target plain vanilla generics sales to regulated markets in the near-term and to develop more difficult-to-manufacture generics, (e.g. injectables), lower-risk NDAs, and follow-on biologics in the medium term. The most advanced firms hope to evolve into the area of NCE/proprietary drugs.

Targeting regulated markets

The contribution of export revenues for larger Indian pharmaceutical companies has increased significantly over the past five years, rising by 12 percentage points in the last five years to 40% in 2003. Growth in exports is expected to continue, fuelled by the impending patent law change, and made possible by India’s cost advantage, regulatory filing skills, and the large concentration of FDA approved manufacturing plants (more than any other country besides the US, numbering 60).

Looking for growth, Indian companies are already targeting some European markets and the US, as evidenced by the surge in drug applications to the FDA – one-third of all US abbreviated new drug applications filed in 2003 compared with only five in 1997. Several Indian companies have also made acquisitions in Europe, in order to gain a foothold. The three markets that are under-penetrated with respect to generics (France, Italy and Spain) are expected to be especially important targets for Indian companies in the next two to five years.

Moving up the product value chain

About $60 billion worth of blockbusters will open up to legitimate generic competition between now and 2007, and Indian firms are expected to actively participate in supplying generic versions of these blockbusters. However, Indian firms are also looking for ways to maintain revenue growth after patent expirations peak in 2007. Because of Indian companies’ strong reengineering skills, the branded prescription drug products often viewed as invulnerable because of manufacturing complexity (e.g. injectables) and regulatory hurdles (e.g. biogenerics) are increasingly likely to become targets of Indian companies, in the medium term, as are other specialty generics – e.g. reformulated...
older molecules that leverage new drug delivery technologies (Cipla is a world leader in CFC free inhalers), value-added formulations and newer polymorphs/salt versions of existing chemical entities. Dr Reddy’s and Wockhardt are examples of firms having in their pipeline new drug delivery technologies to develop life cycle extensions of existing molecules.

Bio-tech, bio-generics and vaccines

The biotech market in India is nascent, at $500 million, but is expected to grow at 25-30% per year to $9 billion by 2007-2008. There has been an explosion in the number of Indian companies involved in biotech activities, and employment in the sector is also growing, with close to 7,000 personnel currently. Annual investments in the sector are of the order of $150 million and are growing at 25% annually. India ranks third in Asia in terms of biotech patent filings.

The bio-tech sector is more developed on the generics side, with five main Indian companies advanced in this area. Biocon, Wockhardt, Shantha Biotech, Panacea Biotech and Bharat Biotech are currently supplying the domestic market and developing countries with bio-generics. Labour and land costs for these firms are significantly below those of their Western counterparts, and the time to set up a manufacturing plant is 15–18 months, as compared to 2–3 years in the West. This has translated into reduced prices. For example, Shantha Biotech has quoted ex-US prices for insulin at $110,000/kg compared with $55,000/kg for insulin manufactured in India.

Despite the success in domestic and less regulated markets, Indian bio-generics companies face technical and regulatory barriers in exporting bio-generics to the regulated markets. On the regulatory side, the Hatch-Waxman Act provides the legal mechanism only for approval of drugs filed as NDAs. There is no parallel tract for biologics filed through the Biologics Licensing Application, although the FDA and the European Medicines Agency have expressed an interest in defining a mechanism for approval. A second challenge is the lack of standards for bio-equivalence. It is likely that companies developing these products will need to collect their own safety and efficacy data, making the filing requirements and cost structure for these products more like follow-on, or ‘me-too’ biologics rather than true generics. On the technical side, it is difficult to generate an equivalent (much less identical) biologic product, as Genetech witnessed in manufacturing Raptiva. Using the same cell line, the company’s scaled-up version of Raptiva had such a difference in half-life from the compound used in clinical trials that the FDA required new Phase III trials.

India as a vaccines hub

The role of Indian firms in the vaccine sector deserves special mention, as successes in manufacturing as well as R&D have catapulted these firms to international attention.
Vaccine manufacturing

Many MNCs have pulled out of the low-margin vaccine business; the number of players has shrunk from 26 in 1967 to 8 in 1996 and finally to 4 players in 2003. The reasons include price controls, liability fears and opportunity costs. But the demand for vaccines is growing and developing country firms are increasingly exploiting new technologies to tap this niche market. On the manufacturing side, 60% of UNICEF’s requirement for Expanded Programme on Immunisation vaccines are now fulfilled by India, Indonesia, Cuba, and Brazil, and the Serum Institute of India is believed to be the world’s largest manufacturer of DPT vaccines.

Vaccine R&D

India is quickly becoming a global leader in new vaccine development as well, enabled by abundant natural and human resources, ongoing R&D in multi-disciplinary subjects, application of information and communication technologies, and growth in collaboration between academic and research institutes in public and private domains. For example, looking at the innovations that have come solely out of the ICMR in the past several years, one finds several examples of innovative new product development:

- A rota-virus vaccine is now in clinical trial phase, and should help achieve considerable reduction in diarrhoeal diseases among infants. It has been developed through a collaboration between ICMR, Bharat Biotech, Centres for Disease Control, Atlanta, the National Institutes of Health, Washington, Institute of Genomics and Integrative Biology, New Delhi, and National Institute of Virology, Pune.

- The formulations of several new combination vaccines, offering protection against influenza, Hepatitis B and DPT, are in clinical trials.

- Under the Indo-US partnership, ICMR has begun to work with the US army medical research and materiel command to exchange information and data on the dengue vaccine being developed by the latter in Thailand.

- The multi-caccina Ankara Epitope candidate vaccine for HIV/AIDS was developed under a tripartite agreement among the ICMR, the National AIDS Control Organisation and the International AIDS Vaccine Initiative. The pre-clinical trials of the vaccine are being carried out by a biotech company in the US.

There are other vaccines in development in India, unrelated to ICMR:

- A vaccine for HIV-1 sub-type ‘C’ DNA vaccine (the clade prevalent in India) is also being developed at the National HIV Reference Centre, Department of Microbiology, All-India Institute of Medical Sciences, in New Delhi. The vaccine is
still to undergo pre-clinical testing in animals.

- Indian scientists have also developed an experimental vaccine against malaria, which is likely to undergo clinical trials early next year. ‘It would probably be the first time that a vaccine would go from the lab to trial site in a developing nation’ said V. S. Chauhan, Director of the International Center for Genetic Engineering and Biotechnology, Delhi.

- Indian companies have successfully developed recombinant hepatitis-B vaccines.

The strength of Indian firms in this sector implies that, once the FDA and the European Medicines Agency have defined a mechanism for approval of bio-generics, India will be very well placed to dominate this field. It also suggests that donors interested in finding sources of high-quality, low-priced biologics would be well advised to give Indian suppliers every opportunity to compete for public funded procurements as well as participate in product development public-private partnerships.

**Longer-term strategy: NCE/Proprietary drugs**

Partly as a result of TRIPS compliance by 2005, the larger Indian companies are investing increasing sums in novel product R&D. Current R&D stands at 6% of sales for Ranbaxy and Dr Reddy’s. Over the next five years, both companies intend to bring their R&D expenditure to a level over 10%. Ranbaxy has indicated that its R&D focus will be on urology, paediatrics and dermatology.

The nascent R&D effort in India is already beginning to pay off. There are currently 37 research leads for NCEs, 28 of which are in pre-clinical development, and 9 in Phase I/II trials. However, it is important to bear in mind that, overall, two-thirds of Indian R&D spend is directed towards API and formulation work, with only one-third dedicated to new chemical entities.

**7.2.2 Variants of the co-operative business model**

While changing legislation and technological capacity are pushing Indian firms to consider new ways of competing, there is also a pull from MNCs encouraging the same firms to achieve their growth targets through co-operative strategies. This pull factor stems from the research based MNC’s increasing need to cut costs and boost productivity, and the consequent search to invest an increasing amount in external collaboration, perhaps 20% outside the company on a contract or part investment basis. This is true not only for manufacturing, but also for research. As an alternative (or, in noted exceptions, in addition) to the competition models described in the previous section, some of the Indian companies, having recognised an opportunity to meet the needs of the MNCs, have chosen to follow a more service provider/partnership-orientated model. Although the co-operative business model is clearly well established
in other Indian sectors, India’s drug-outsourcing market, at $470 million, is still at a nascent stage. However, it is expected to grow 30% a year, hitting $800 million by 2005, according to Bombay brokerage Kotak Institutional Equities.44

Variants on the co-operative business model include servicing large pharmaceutical MNCs (whether research-based or generic) with API, contract manufacturing for already existing drugs or research candidates, clinical out-sourcing and research partnerships. A few firms, such as Ranbaxy and Dr Reddy’s, are mixing co-operative and competitive strategies.

**Why work with Indian firms?**

There are multiple reasons why MNCs are drawn to working with Indian firms. India graduates approx 122,000 chemists and chemical engineers each year, and these graduates have traditionally found jobs focused on reverse engineering. With the implementation of product patent law, Indian pharmaceutical companies will have to find alternative ways to employ some of this capacity. MNCs can use these skills to re-engineer the manufacturing process for already-marketed products or to manufacture bulk-actives/intermediates for use in clinical development. Some firms are attractive as research partners; a few have even attracted out-licensing deals for clinical research for NCEs.

**Box 2: Clinical trials opportunities in India**

It has been estimated that the pharmaceutical industry spends up to $800 million to bring a new molecule to market. Perhaps a third of the total goes towards clinical trials, and much of that is spent on Phase III trials that use a lot of human subjects. Since the life of a patent begins to ebb away from the moment it is filed, each day saved on testing can bring millions of dollars in extra revenues to the patent holders.

Clinical trials in India ought to be cheaper and faster than those in developed markets. Contract research organisations can hire researchers, nurses and computer staff at less than a third of Western wages. The Indian population is large, ethnically diverse and suffers from both tropical diseases as well as ailments such as cancer, diabetes and heart disease that also affect rich countries. Overall clinical development costs in India are estimated to be 40–60% lower than those in the West. Tellingly, specialist contract research organisations such as Quintiles have set up shop in India. However, despite these theoretical advantages, some remain sceptical about the potential for clinical trials outsourcing in India, citing the concern over confidentiality of shared intellectual property, and the relatively limited experience of Indian hospitals in conducting clinical trials in line with FDA specifications.
Quality standards are another factor pulling MNCs to work with Indian firms. When Ranbaxy began supplying cefaclor to Eli Lilly in the 1990s, it was considered to be a rare achievement, whereas now, it is commonplace for Indian companies to supply intermediates and API to any major multinational. The idea that Indian generics are necessarily inferior to their branded counterparts, a view still fairly widespread amongst the uninformed, is clearly outdated for the majority of Indian suppliers, and particularly for those supplying ARVs pre-qualified by the WHO.

The large market size is yet another attraction for MNCs. The 30% of Indians who can afford relatively expensive Western medicine number approximately 300 million people – larger than the US population. Those companies with strong sales forces and clinician relationships will make valuable partners to MNCs looking for Indian domestic sales.

Examples of Indian companies entering into collaborative partnerships with pharmaceutical multinationals are numerous. Divi’s Laboratories does custom chemical synthesis for Merck, Abbott and GSK and makes generic anti-inflammatory and anti-arthritisic formulas for other firms. International bulk drug maker Matrix Laboratories has seen its outsourcing business grow fivefold, to $10 million, in one year. In Bangalore, having done deals with Pfizer, AstraZeneca and Bristol-Myers Squibb, Biocon has 300 scientists doing contract research, up from just 25 in 2000. Similarly, Cipla and Aurobindo tend to prefer to use India’s cost advantages to act as supplier of API to US and European generic companies. Nicholas Piramal has acquired assets divested by the Western majors through periodic bouts of restructuring and aims to act as a contract manufacturer for several of these firms. Wyeth Lederle has contracted with Bharat Biotech for production of the HibTITER vaccine, and this is the first example of an Indian company contract-manufacturing a vaccine for a major research-based MNC.

Other Indian companies are collaborating in the area of R&D. On the development side, Nicholas Piramal and Divi’s are aiming for a share of the clinical outsourcing market (at present, for bio-equivalence studies and Phase II & III studies). On the research side, Dabur recently announced a milestone collaborative agreement with Abbot to work on generic oncologics.

Still other Indian companies are pursuing collaborative and competitive strategies simultaneously. Although New Delhi based Ranbaxy Laboratories in March 2003 successfully challenged GSK’s patent on Ceftin, in October, GSK hired Ranbaxy to research molecules that may become the building blocks for drugs. Mencef Slaoui, a GSK senior VP was quoted as saying, ‘The deal fits naturally with our other collaborations around the world to complement our own resources in drug discovery’. GSK will have exclusive commercialisation responsibilities worldwide, while Ranbaxy will take the lead in India (although Ranbaxy may co-promote in US and EU, with permission from GSK). Similarly, Novartis is working with Dr Reddy’s in various R&D areas, despite an ongoing lawsuit over a generic version of Novartis’ antifungal cream Lamisil. The figure below captures the product and market strategies of the leading...
Indian firms – illustrating the degree to which the firm is moving up the product value chain and/or adding new markets to their portfolio.

### 7.3 Traditional medicine

Although the present study is focused on the prospects for allopathic medicines, an analysis of how changing IP will impact access to medicines in India should make at least brief mention of the influence of IP on the traditional medicines sector. Why is this? In India, 60-80% of patients seek remedies from traditional medical practitioners or alternative medicines, so any discussion around access to medicines needs to recognise this fact. Also, it has been argued that the lack of recognition for IPR has substantially contributed to the degeneration of traditional knowledge systems, incentivising traditional knowledge to be passed through descendants, rather than entering into the public domain. Therefore, the impact of the introduction of product patents is likely to create very different dynamics in the traditional medicines sector versus the allopathic medicines sector. Further, there is substantial potential for India to be competitive in this sector. Both India (Ayurvedic, Siddha and Unani) and China have prominent traditional medicine pedigrees. There is also a gap in the market: while the trend of MNCs has been towards high-throughput screening of synthetic chemical compounds held in vast chemical libraries, the field is wide open for other companies focused on R&D in traditional medicines, which requires natural material collecting and expertise with large molecule screening. The Indian government recognises this potential and has launched a programme with the objectives to promote and protect its traditional medicines sector, and evolve pharmacopoeial standards for Indian Systems of Medicines and Homeopathy drugs.

### 7.4 Risks faced by Indian firms

Despite their existing competitive advantages and promising opportunities on the horizon, Indian firms have certain weaknesses and therefore face certain competitive threats, which can be summarised as follows:

1. Indian companies are relatively new to the generics business in regulated markets and there are concerns regarding their ability to manage large product portfolios, entailing numerous regulatory filings, scaling up manufacturing, forging alliances, and legal skills to win on patent litigations.

2. The US based generic industry may be able to glean the same cost advantages as Indian firms through developing partnerships or greenfield sites in India. US based generics companies such as Watson, Ivax, and Apotex have already secured manufacturing agreements with Indian bulk active/dosage form manufacturers and in the medium term, this may mitigate some of the cost advantages enjoyed by the fully integrated Indian companies like Dr Reddy’s, Ranbaxy and Sun.
3. The research-based industry has also been increasingly interested in marketing their own generic alternatives to their patented products, spurred by the impending flurry of patent expirations and the knowledge that the majority of the profits of a generic drug are earned in the first six months post patent-expiry.

4. The impending deceleration in patent expirations post 2007 presents another risk to Indian firms.

5. There is a moral hazard/ tragedy of the commons\textsuperscript{51} problem – being the reputation risk that the entire industry will face if one player cuts corners with regard to GLP or GMP.

6. Pursuing the NCE strategy is risky, not least because Indian firms have a skills shortage in the area of patent writing. It has been suggested that many existing patents written by Indian professionals can be easily circumvented; so even where an Indian company has produced an innovation, it may not be protected in international settings.\textsuperscript{52}\nIn addition, Indian firms are strong in chemistry, but they are relatively weak in biology and clinical research and development skills, and these are essential to compete in the innovative, NCE drug category.\textsuperscript{53}

7. There is a risk that the co-operative strategies employed by some firms could get in the way of the competitive strategies of these firms, especially if Indian firms do not negotiate reasonable contract terms with MNCs and/or fail to ring-fence their competitive advantages.

8. Finally, there is a risk of protectionism in developed markets, since jobs lost from US and EU will not only be those in manufacturing but also in the more skill intensive research sectors.

7.5 Implications for market structure and brand name multinationals

Changes in market structure

As a consequence of the multiple changes in the industry, pharmaceutical analysts predict that some Indian firms in this currently fragmented market (200 firms in the regulated sector, over 22,000 in the unregulated sector) are likely to experience financial pain over the next few years, culminating in market exit of the less competitive firms, and resulting in a more consolidated market structure.

Implications for large MNCs

The impact of the evolving Indian business model is likely to have both positive and negative impacts on the major generic and branded MNCs. In the commodity based
generic business, low cost is the key success factor. US and European generic companies are faced with several options: acquire or partner with Indian firms, establish greenfield manufacturing sites in India or China, or differentiate and compete, with higher costs.

Over the next few years, the effect of Indian companies on large MNCs may be more negative, as Indian companies are likely to be very competitive in the generic sector and strong patent challengers targeting branded drugs previously viewed as invulnerable because of manufacturing complexities. On the positive side, branded pharmaceutical MNCs have the potential to gain access to cheaper API and dosing formulations from Indian companies. The research-based industry may also gain from R&D collaborations that result in new NCE or licensing opportunities. Finally, Western patent holders can gain from increased sales to the large domestic Indian market, where such sales would previously have been impeded by generic versions of on-patent products.

7.6 Conclusion: Prospects for Indian pharmaceutical firms and access to medicines

The Indian pharmaceutical industry has traditionally been an important supplier domestically and to the less regulated markets of Africa, Asia and Latin America. Due to the forthcoming acceptance of international patent law in 2005 and the increasingly developed technological capacity of the industry, Indian firms are expected to become a major participant in the global marketplace, including on the regulated markets (i.e. US and EU) and with increasingly sophisticated products. The characterisation of Indian generic companies as copiers, lacking innovativeness, is increasingly inaccurate. Indian companies are developing new drug delivery systems or alternative formulations of existing molecules, to improve dosing regimens. Several Indian companies are investing an increasing percentage of sales in novel product R&D, and having some success as well; Novartis has in-licensed NCE candidates from Dr Reddy’s and GSK and Ranbaxy are working together in R&D, a development which would not be taking place if Ranbaxy had no capacity for innovation. In summary, the future looks very bright indeed for the Indian industry so long as firms can overcome their weaknesses and effectively counter risks to their strategies.

Some observers have voiced concerns that Indian pharmaceutical firms will move away from serving their traditional low-priced/high-volume markets as they increasingly focus on the more lucrative markets, imitating the product/market focus of the research-based MNCs. However, for several reasons, this concern may be unwarranted. First, Indian firms have pre-existing infrastructure, systems and organisational comfort in serving the low-priced/high-volume segment. So the incremental investment required to continue serving these markets will differ from the incremental investment a research based MNC would need to make in order to start serving these low-priced/high-volume markets. Indian firms also have a lower cost base than research-based MNCs, so serving this segment can be relatively more profitable for them. Also, these markets can serve as
a stable ‘cash cow’ with which to fund the riskier strategies of Indian firms. For these reasons, Indian firms may not face the same tension as the MNCs have felt between serving the low-priced/high-volume less regulated markets and the high-priced markets, so it may be theoretically expected that supply to these markets may continue alongside the increased emphasis on the more lucrative, regulated markets.
8 Implications of Changing IP on Product Level Access to Medicines in India

Many fear that the implementation of patent rights in developing countries will have a negative impact on access to medicines. But what is the line of reasoning that connects IP to access? The link is not a direct one. Rather, enhanced IP protection can cause a potential change in industry structure and types of competition and this can lead to changes in prices, quality levels and physical availability. Similarly, access to new medicines can also be affected by enhanced IP protection, but indirectly through IP’s influence on the incentive structure to invest in R&D and further downstream, the number and type of new drugs that are developed through this investment. It is important to be clear about the line of reasoning so that appropriate policies, including competition policies and incentives to encourage public health enhancing R&D, can be implemented, where needed, to ameliorate potential negative effects of product patent legislation. The previous section considered some very important factors in the overall access to medicines scheme – changing firm strategies, and changing market structure. This section unpacks other factors affected by changing IP – competition at the product level.

8.1 IP and access to existing medicines

Access to existing medicines will be affected if prices, product quality and product availability change as a result of IP’s influence on firm strategy, market structure or types of competition at the level of the firm or therapeutic category.

8.1.1 Translation of TRIPS into domestic law

Types of competition will be affected in India by the degree to which generic copies of patented products will continue to be legal, and this, in turn, depends crucially upon decisions that are made regarding the legal interpretation/translation of TRIPS into Indian law. The following examples are illustrative.

Data exclusivity

Domestic law regarding data exclusivity is still a matter under debate in India. The US is currently encouraging India to take a very restrictive view of Article 39.3 on data exclusivity, whereby the originator’s data for NCEs would remain confidential and
generic producers would therefore be precluded from using the earlier registrant’s data to establish the safety and efficacy of the follow-on product even if the generic product is proven bio-equivalent. If the US-promoted view is translated into Indian domestic law, the practical result may be impeded or delayed entry of low-priced generic competitors.

**National interpretation of product patent applicability**

Changing IP will have differential effects on drugs, depending upon the date of patent filing, as outlined in the figure below. Two categories of generic products will remain legal on the Indian market after 2005, generic copies of products already off-patent in regulated markets and generic versions of products patented before 1995. It is important to note that these two categories comprise over 90% of the products on the market in India currently. There is also a category of generics that most certainly will NOT be allowed on the Indian market after 2005, and these are generics of products patented after 2005.

The contentious category relates to generics for all those products patented between 1995 and 2005. This category includes several of the protease inhibitor ARVs and important anti-cancer drugs. If Indian regulators grant a patent, post-2005, for a product that received its patent in a regulated market after 1995, then the innovator may apply for a stay order on the generic supplier to force it to stop producing the copies. This already happened with Novartis' anti-cancer drug, Gleevec, when Novartis was successful in getting a stay order to stop production of generic copies.60

**Categories of potential IP impact in India**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box A</th>
<th>Box B</th>
<th>Box C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>It is legal for generic companies to continue to market generic versions of the originator’s products in India (or to introduce new generics)</td>
<td>It is not yet known whether generic companies can market generic versions of the originator’s products in India</td>
<td>It is illegal for generic companies to market their generic versions of the originator’s products in India</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Most first line ARVs fit in this category

Some second line ARVs and important cancer drugs are examples of products that fit into this category
However, national authorities have discretion regarding the criteria for patentability, particularly for defining what represents novelty. It is not yet known whether Indian regulatory authorities will take a relatively strict or lenient stance. However, if the history for granting EMR is any indication, the criteria for granting patents may be relatively strict. Fifteen EMR applications have been filed in India (as of November 2003), but the right to six of them has been denied, because they did not satisfy the eligibility conditions. Two pharmaceutical EMRs have so far been granted: one for the anti-cancer drug, Gleevec of Novartis and a second for Nadoxin, an antibiotic of Wockhardt Ltd. The rejected applications included the EMR request of GSK’s blockbuster anti-diabetic drug Avandia (rosiglitazone), Swiss major Hoffmann-La Roche’s application on HIV protease inhibitor saquinavir and Bayer’s request for exclusive marketing rights on antibiotic moxifloxacin.

As per the provisions in the Patent Act, an EMR applicant should make a corresponding application in another country and receive marketing approvals in India as well as in that country. Further, the right is restricted to new drug molecules, meaning derivatives or alternative dosage formulations of the same molecule are ineligible.

**Administrative capacity**

Another area that is open to speculation concerns those products that have been placed in the ‘mailbox’, awaiting EMR approval currently, and patent approval post-2005. Over 5,000 applications have been received up until now under this stipulation for the mailbox. (This compares to 40/50 per year new molecules in the pharmaceutical field invented worldwide that would have appropriately qualified for patentability through the mailbox.) There has been some speculation that Indian authorities, lacking the capacity to approve so many applications, may take a long time to process the applications, in effect granting further time to the generic copies on the market.

**8.1.2 Price increases**

Some analysts predict mean price increases of over 200% with the introduction of product patent protection. But this statement is misleading without unpacking how different product categories are likely to be affected. The figure below begins this unpacking process, showing several product categories, each having their respective competitive environment and thus pricing dynamics.

**Price increases of the non-patented segment – 90% to 95% of market**

General estimates about the patented segment of the Indian market can be derived from 1993 data showing that only 10.9% of the total sales values of the top 500 pharmaceutical products in India were comprised of drugs that were on-patent in the regulated markets. Also, 95% of the drugs on the WHO Model Essential Drug List are no longer under patent protection. Referring to Box 1 in the figure, the prices of 95% of
basic, essential drugs, and about 90% of drugs in general, will not be directly affected by the introduction of product patents in India, because generic competition will continue to fuel price reduction.65 Generic price competition will also keep prices down in Box 2 – which refers to those products that are on-patent in the regulated markets, but which are not granted patent status in India after 2005, either because the patent was filed in regulated markets before 1995 or because the drug fails to meet domestic patentability criteria.

However, a general price rise could occur, even for these products in Boxes 1 and 2, if significant market consolidation takes place. Market consolidation would occur if less competitive firms are driven from the market as larger firms seek to gain increased market dominance, economies of scale and access to capital to fund R&D and then beginning to use their oligopoly powers to increase prices. Pharmaceutical analysts predict that such consolidation will take place, and academics have noted that is has already been occurring to some degree in India, and have attributed this as a partial cause to the general trend of increased prices of late,66 suggesting that the more dominant firms are beginning to exercise their market power.
Price increases of the patented segment – 5% to 10% of market

How TRIPS is translated into domestic law will determine whether some newer drugs, like ARVs and cancer drugs, will end up in Boxes 2 and 3, and this, in turn, will affect the degree of generic competition experienced, and thus the pricing of these drugs.

Box 3 refers to those products that will be patent protected in India as well as in the traditional regulated markets; drugs patented after 2005 will fit in here, and potentially some drugs patented between 1995 and 2005 as well. Box 4 is expected to be quite a small number of products – those that have been developed and patented by Indian firms, but without the goal to export.

Of the approximately 10% of drugs that fall into Boxes 3 and 4, as noted, generic competition will not serve as a sanction on price escalation. However, other factors may still be at work to keep prices down, including the degree of therapeutic competition facing a particular product, domestic price controls, domestic purchasing power, lack of an insurance market, parallel importing and compulsory licensing. Each of these will be discussed in turn.

Therapeutic competition is a parameter of particular importance. Several studies simulate the impact of patent protection on prices and welfare in developing countries’ pharmaceutical industries. These studies rely in aggregate data or brand-level data and simulate a transition of the patent protected segment of the pharmaceutical market towards a patent–induced monopoly by making various assumptions in the pre-patent market structure and market demand. Fink 2001 concludes that, if future drug discoveries are mainly new varieties of already existing therapeutic treatments, the impact of patents on prices is likely to be small, since therapeutic competition will keep prices down. However, where newly discovered drugs are medicinal breakthroughs, patents will allow pricing significantly above competitive levels and relatively large static welfare losses.

As for price control, the National Pharmaceutical Pricing Authority in India has the power to control the prices of drugs, if found to be excessive. However, MNCs can manipulate the import costs, and government has little ability to check for overpricing for new drugs for which the costs are not known, since there are no benchmarks with which to check the claims of manufacturers. Ultimately, the effectiveness of price control depends on the bargaining power of the government and the manufacturers. If the patentees do not want price control, they can simply withdraw from the market.

Domestic purchasing power and lack of an insurance market also have the potential to keep prices down. Even though India’s population exceeds one billion, average per capita income is $400 per year; 70% of people live in rural villages of less than 5,000 persons and these people rely on the 24% of GDP that comes from agriculture. Also, India’s domestic healthcare system covers less than 4% of its population, and 75% of...
expenditure on medicines is borne privately by patients. Although these arguments support the idea that average prices post-2005 will stay below Western levels, it is just as likely that patent holders will skim the Indian market with new drugs, pricing their drugs according to incomes of the wealthy middle-class. The latter has been a common strategy of patent owning MNCs as they enter new markets, partly because they do not want to jeopardise the prices that they have been able to charge in more developed economies.

Compulsory licensing is yet another option for making sure that essential drugs are available at prices to support public health. However, many developing countries face obstacles to being able to utilise this TRIPS flexibility. The United Nations Development Programme’s 2001 Human Development Report concluded that ‘pressure from Europe and the United States makes many developing countries fear that they will lose foreign direct investment if they legislate for or use compulsory licenses.’ Other potential problems stem from economic, legal, practical, and administrative barriers. Indian firms may also become increasingly antagonistic towards compulsory licensing, as they become patent originators themselves. Parallel importing is another TRIPS flexibility to access less expensive medicines; this mechanism seems to have some practical merits over compulsory licensing, with the result that it has been used more extensively and less controversially.

In summary, prices of about 90% of the drugs on the market in India will not be affected by the introduction of product patents in India, unless by the relatively longer term potential for market consolidation to an extent that would reduce general competitive levels on the Indian market. Prices of the approximately 10% of drugs that potentially will be affected by the introduction of product patents may still be held in check by other factors. The subset of products, which have few therapeutic competitors, is the subset for pricing concern.

8.1.3 Quality

Changing IP has caused firms in India to increase their export focus to regulated markets. This has created the need for greater compliance with GLP and GMP, and India now has more FDA approved plants than any other country except the US. This is likely to cause an overall upward shift in the minimum acceptable quality level on the domestic market as well, as firms begin to implement quality-enhancing systems and processes in competition with one another. Consequently, changing IP may have an indirect quality-enhancing effect, through its influence on the market orientation of Indian firms.

8.1.4 Availability

There has historically been a lag of 4–5 years between the introduction of new products on the regulated markets and introduction of generic copies by Indian firms. Indian
generic manufacturers typically wait to see what kind of market performance the product will have, and this helps inform their decision whether to invest in the development of the generic copy. Once this decision has been made, the process of clinical testing and obtaining marketing approval takes about three years for the first applicant in India.73 There are exceptions – particularly where the market success is felt to be obvious before product introduction. GSK’s ranitadine (Zantac) was one such exception; generic copies were available on the Indian market from the first day that GSK’s subsidiary marketed the drug.74

The introduction of product patents in India means that availability and pricing of new products on the Indian market will be completely at the discretion of the patent holder. According to some analyses, the time lag of availability of affordable versions of patented drugs under the new IPR regime could increase to 15 years,75 and possibly even longer depending on domestic decisions regarding the interpretation of Article 39.3 of TRIPS as well as decisions taken about patentability criteria. Thus, timely availability of low-priced generic alternatives to patented drugs will be negatively affected by the introduction of the product patent regime, although the patent holder may be more willing to place the higher-priced patented version on the market in countries where IP is protected.

8.2 IP and access to new medicines

One of the theoretical advantages of introducing product patents is the increase in incentives to develop new products, thereby improving the number and quality of new drugs to treat health problems. However, the effects might differ for developed versus developing country firms. From the perspective of developed country firms, theoretical economic models (Chin and Grossman 1990, Deardorff 1992) show that the profits coming from newly available patent rights in less developed countries are only incremental to profits coming from other patent protected markets, and therefore the amount of additional innovation from MNCs, arising from product patent introduction in developing country markets, is expected to be negligible. Quite a different incentive effect may be expected for developing country firms, however. Emerging evidence on this subject follows in the next few sections.

Evolving R&D expenditure

Across the Indian industry as a whole, there has recently been a slight, but not significant increase in R&D spending, as a percentage of sales.
Industry-wide change in R&D spend

Reported R&D expenditure by Indian pharmaceutical firms (1991 to 2000)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Amount spent (US dollars)</th>
<th>R&amp;D (% of sales)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>$36.5 million</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>$29.4 million</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>$37.0 million</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>$39.8 million</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>$44.6 million</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>$45.5 million</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>$51.5 million</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>$56.0 million</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>$61.2 million</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>$73.6 million</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Department of Science and Technology Research and Development in Industry; and Organization of Pharmaceutical Producers of India

However, the overall industry trend masks the much higher R&D activity amongst the leading firms in India, as detailed in the Table below, and explained in the next section.
### R&D spend of leading Indian companies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>2002 % of sales</th>
<th>2003 % of sales</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ranbaxy</td>
<td>3.1%</td>
<td>6.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr Reddy’s</td>
<td>6.1%</td>
<td>7.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cipla</td>
<td>3.3%</td>
<td>3.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun Pharmaceuticals</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>3.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GlaxoSmithKline</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wockhardt</td>
<td>6.2%</td>
<td>5.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aurobindo</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cadilla Healthcare</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lupin Ltd</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divi’s Laboratories</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matrix Laboratories</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Piramal</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td><strong>2.8%</strong></td>
<td><strong>3.7%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The increased R&D activity is due in part to IP changes and the strategic reorientation they induce, in part to the increasing technological capacity of the top Indian firms and in part to other domestic policies. On the latter point, in an attempt to improve the rewards for R&D, the Indian Drug Policy Control Order stipulated that innovative drugs and processes developed and produced in India would be exempt from price control for five, or in the case of new drugs, ten years. The government also issued guidelines in 2000 on how Indian companies could qualify for a 10-year tax holiday on income arising from R&D.

Although R&D expenditure of 6–8% of sales is less than the average of 15% spent by the research-based MNCs, it is important to remember that Indian companies have a lower cost-base, so the productivity of this R&D investment may be relatively higher versus the MNCs. And in fact, the fruits of this R&D expenditure have already started to
pay off. There has been an acceleration of regulatory filings for the regulated markets (especially the US). For example, around 112 Indian ANDA submissions are expected in 2003, compared with 40 filings in 2001. The number of DMF filings by Indian companies as a group was 58 for the first quarter 2003, compared with 50 for the year in 2001. This emerging penetration of Indian firms into the US market is a fact that is surprising to many, as is the expectation that one-half of all FDA DMF and ANDA applications in 2004 will come from Indian firms.79

Composition of R&D expenditure

From an access to medicines standpoint, two questions remain about the R&D spend of Indian firms. A first concern is the degree to which Indian firms are producing truly innovative products that provide health benefits. A second question relates to the degree to which Indian firms are investing in R&D for disease specific to domestic needs or the needs of developing countries. Answers to these questions require an examination of the R&D spend (inputs) and patents (outputs) at a disaggregated level.

Level of innovation

Overall, the R&D pipeline of Indian firms has principally addressed established rather than new drug targets, and has concentrated on imitating and adapting pharmaceutical products developed in foreign countries. So the ‘quality’, in terms of degree of innovativeness, of Indian R&D spend as well as types of ‘discoveries’ (as indicated by the number of DMF and ANDA filings but a dearth of NDA filings) is disappointing.80 However, the larger Indian companies (Ranbaxy and Dr Reddy’s) that are keen to move up the value chain are investing increasing sums in novel product R&D. Dr Reddy’s and Ranbaxy are targeting proprietary drugs and new drug delivery systems and NCE approvals in the mid to longer term (5–6 years). Current R&D stands at over 6% of sales for both of these companies with the goal of each being 10% over the next five years.

Degree of focus on neglected diseases

The need for more investment into neglected diseases is clear. Of the 1,223 drugs introduced between 1975 and 1996, only 13 were aimed at tropical diseases. In 1998, the world spent $70 billion on health research, but only $300 million of this was directed at developing an AIDS vaccine and a miniscule $100 million was devoted to malaria research.81

The hope that that developing country firms might be more likely than their Western counterparts to invest into R&D for neglected diseases is also evident. A WHO working group pointed out ‘Potentially large economic and social benefits could be gained by enabling private companies and research institutions in endemic regions to contribute to R&D work on new treatment. Furthermore, research facilities based in these regions may be comparatively well placed to achieve quick solutions. This is because the
practice of health research relies heavily on close contact with other parts of the health sector, on the local epidemiological environment, and on the clinical, behavioural, and social sciences that are tied to both national and global frameworks. Hopeful observers also point to useful pockets of expertise of developing country firms and a wide variety of potentially useful medicinal plants in developing countries. For example, Vietnamese scientists extracted an effective malaria drug from a tree long used in traditional medicine.

However, views conflict as to whether this need and hope for developing country companies to invest in R&D for neglected diseases will pan out in practice. Kanavos et al take a positive view, supposing that the decreased costs of developing country firms may make it more commercially appealing for them to invest into development of products for neglected diseases. Fink takes a similarly positive view: ‘...one cannot dismiss the possibility that, in the long term, patent protection in India could affect private R&D decisions and contribute to new drug discoveries – especially against diseases particular to developing countries.’ Another reason for optimism – some Indian firms are not under the same pressure from public markets; at least, the majority of Indian companies are predominantly privately controlled. However, others take a more pessimistic view, arguing that it is just as likely that developing country based R&D programmes will focus on where the money can be made quickly and in large amounts – for diseases prevalent in the larger and richer markets.

Most of the empirical evidence supports the view that R&D spend of Indian firms will go towards diseases prevalent in rich countries. Scherer and Watal 2001 cite the fact that as of 1999, only 16% of R&D expenditure in India was targeted towards tropical diseases or developing country markets, and about half of the 16% was focused on developing more suitable products for diseases of global incidence. Kettler and Modi 2001 argue that new incentives will be necessary for Indian firms to invest into R&D for neglected diseases, just as they are necessary for companies in rich countries. Similarly, Lanjouw 1998 interviewed Indian pharmaceutical executives and found that all were very clear that their target market for new drug discovery research is one-hundred percent global. This is consistent with the view of pharmaceutical equity analysts’ opinions, solicited in the course of research for this study. Indian firms have told investors that they are focusing their R&D spend on those product categories that do not require large sales forces and do not require large numbers of patients in clinical trials. So, generally speaking, development of oncology products (requiring 200 patients in clinical trials and a small sales force) is preferred to cardiovascular products (requiring 10,000 patients and a large sales force). Even the Indian government-funded ‘Knowledge Partnerships’ are primarily concentrated on diseases like cancer, diabetes and cardiovascular problems, with only a handful targeted towards tropical diseases and TB.

However, small seeds of hope reside in the investor announcements a few Indian companies have made to say that their NCE research is focused on therapeutic
segments where competition is low and where market opportunities may not be big enough to attract the attention of major pharmaceutical MNCs. The pursuit of such ‘niche’ opportunities that have been overlooked by the majors offers some hope that R&D could focus on developing products for smaller markets, including those for neglected diseases.

However, publicly funded incentives are likely to be needed as well, especially for the most neglected diseases. Dr N.K. Ganguly, head of the IMRC, said, ‘Even in India, the commercial pharmaceutical companies focus mostly on products for the rich, such as drugs for hypertension, obesity, ulcers…we want to change that’. He was referring to the establishment of Drugs for Neglected Diseases Initiative, a $250 million initiative begun with MSF and a group of developing countries to research diseases ignored by Western drugs companies. The technology transfer briefing paper, another in this series commissioned by DFID, details other similar types of funding mechanisms that help provide not only technology transfer, but also incentives to engage private companies in the development and manufacture of such products.
9 Evolving Prospects of the Chinese Pharmaceutical Industry

9.1 The Chinese industry today

As in India, the pharmaceutical industry in China is highly fragmented. There are approximately 6,800 Chinese pharmaceutical companies, of which 5,000 produce medicines and the remainder are involved in related activities such as packaging and equipment supply. Of the 1,300 synthetic medicines produced in China, 97% are copies of originators’ products. Only around 15% of firms have GMP certificates.

During the early 1980s, the manufacturing joint-venture was an important vehicle for inward investment in China, both for bricks and mortar and for ‘software’ such as effective business management techniques. This inward investment was part of China’s ‘open door’ policy, which began under Deng Xiaoping. It is now recognised, however, that the Chinese pharmaceutical industry, like the beer industry and others in which there had been considerable inward investment in factories, has reached considerable over-capacity. Over-capacity has meant that many domestic state-funded companies are not profitable. Steps have been taken to encourage rationalisation – most notably by requiring Chinese companies to comply with GMP by June 2004. This is expected to lead to a reduction in the number of firms to around 3,500.

China started moving towards protecting intellectual property in 1993, with reform of its patent laws. Accession to WTO (and TRIPS) followed in 2002, and China has now enacted regulation extending all patents to twenty years, and data-exclusivity for six years. The evolving business strategies of Chinese pharmaceutical firms are not entirely comparable to the strategies of Indian firms, primarily due to a relatively higher level of State involvement and a relatively lower technological capacity of domestic firms in China.

9.2 Evolving strategic options for Chinese firms

As with the Indian firms, Chinese firms face two general strategic routes: compete or cooperate with foreign MNCs, although Chinese firms are much further away from making a big splash on the regulated markets.
9.2.1 Competitive business models

Generics

The importance of price in the generics market means that a gradual global migration of manufacturing to low-cost countries such as China is likely, particularly in the context of the impending surge of patent expiries from 2004–2007, and the increasing technological capacity of the Chinese industry to meet GMP standards.

Biotech

The Chinese government is encouraging a biotech industry focused on both innovative and generic biotech products. For example, the central government attempted to kick-start the sector between 1996 and 2000, investing over 1.5 billion Yuan ($180 million), through such programmes as the National Natural Science Fund, the Torch Programme, the 863 High-Tech Program and the Five-year Plans. Between 2000 and 2005, the government plans to invest another 5 billion Yuan, and private money is beginning to trickle in as well.

Between 1966 and 1976, the Cultural Revolution did its best to erase all forms of scientific innovation in China. Many scientists left the country, and now the government is holding a recruitment drive to attract 200 scientists from abroad with Western-style salaries.

The government’s strategies are starting to pay off. China’s biotech expertise already stands out at the international level, with strengths in gene mapping, transgenic technology for animals and plants, gene therapy technology, stem cell research, gene chips, and gene research of some major diseases. China has a number of world-class scientific biomedical institutions – the North and South Genome Centres, the Institute of Materia Medica, Singh and Beijing Universities, for example. The Beijing Genomics Institute’s industrial-scale sequencing operations played a key role in the international Human Genome Project, making China the only country in the developing world to have joined in.

However, the industrialisation of biotechnology still lags behind the Western world. The approximately 50 start-up biotech companies, mainly in and around Beijing, Shanghai and Shenzhen, are focused on generic copies, rather than NCEs, of molecules produced by cloning and fermentation processes. What China needs is an industrial base that can support research that will complement the work done in universities and academic institutions. And funding is an issue as well. Despite the government financing already mentioned, the expansion of Chinese biotechnology is still held back by lack of funding. Long development times and scientific uncertainty mean that significant funds are needed to develop a successful product. Another problem is management – finding people who have both scientific expertise and good business sense. Yet another
problem is IP protection. Although patent laws have been strengthened, IPR enforcement is weak. Finally, although the government has been working to establish national guidelines regarding bioethics, even with such regulations in place, enforcement and monitoring need to be improved.

**Traditional Medicine**

There are reasons for optimism in the Chinese traditional medicines sector. Shanghai’s 2001–2005 development plan assumes the establishment of 10 medicinal herbal production centres and a traditional Chinese medicine test centre. With a standardised product, it is possible to envisage a greater global usage of traditional Chinese medicine, particularly where full development as a registered medicine is possible.

China is beginning to strengthen its traditional Chinese medicine with a dose of biotech as well. For example, the Shanghai Traditional Chinese Medicine Innovation Centre has been working with PhytoCeutica, an American biotechnology firm, to create a database of 9,000 traditional herbs and 150,000 recipes. In Hong Kong, the Biotechnology Research Institute is screening molecules isolated from traditional Chinese remedies to see if they have any effect on receptors known to be involved in neurodegenerative disease, via a technique that is common in Western-style drug discovery. Opportunities presented by modernisation of traditional Chinese medicine are all the more attractive considering that the approach is outside the usual core competencies of most MNCs.

**NCEs**

In the longer term at least, some of the major current domestic generics producers such as the 999 company, Hua Bei and Dong Bei are looking to migrate towards truly innovative R&D. The North China Pharmaceutical Group is focusing on four areas: biotech products, innovation through small molecule NCEs, traditional medicines and natural product screening, and formulation technology. A number of institutes in China have a focus on the development of small molecule NCEs, e.g. the Institute of Materia Medica. Most domestic generic companies invest around 2% of their sales into R&D.

**9.2.2 Co-operative strategies**

China is the world’s tenth largest market, and it is expected to grow at 18% per annum, to $10 billion by 2005. The market potential, reforms to the patent system and pharmaceutical-related regulations, and the spread of medical insurance are all factors making China an increasingly attractive market for foreign pharmaceutical investment. China’s capability for low-cost generic manufacture remains the primary attraction, however.

The importance of South-South partnerships deserves mention. Aware of the threat posed by lower costs in lesser-developed countries, including China, many Indian
companies are beginning to build their own base in such countries. For example, Aurobindo has a plant in China to provide cheap raw material for penicillin and many other Indian companies have subsidiaries in other third world countries (e.g. Brazil, Thailand, Nigeria) to cater to local demand.\textsuperscript{100} Within the ARV segment, China has been supplying small molecule intermediates and APIs to Indian firms as well as to many developing countries with nascent ARV production capabilities.\textsuperscript{101}

Other co-operative opportunities are starting to present themselves as well. For example, clinical trial out-sourcing holds potential in China for a number of reasons. As a major potential market, MNCs see that conducting clinical trials may assist subsequently in product registration marketing and in the appropriate use of new medicines. MNCs may also be drawn to China for clinical trials testing because of low costs and large pools of untreated patients. China also has strong links with Taiwan, with its important public sector research labs, large scale clinical test facilities, shared language and good manufacturing practice. China and Taiwan together provide the vehicle for better relationships with MNCs.\textsuperscript{102} Other parts of the R&D process provide further opportunities for collaboration, as MNCs are increasing relying on alliances, not just for in-licensing of compounds, but for access to all kinds of developing technologies and new skills. Box 3 below illustrates selected R&D partnerships involving MNCs in China.

**Box 3: Research collaboration by multinationals in China**


Shanghai Institute of Materia Medica (Chinese Academy of Sciences) and GSK: A joint project established in Shanghai in May 2001 to develop a Recombinatorial Chemistry Laboratory.

Chinese National Human Genome Centre in Shanghai with Roche: Support of $300,000 for research into diabetes and schizophrenia.

Shanghai Jiaotong University and AstraZeneca: A large joint study designed to identify genes linked to schizophrenia, based on the University's database of DNA samples related to psychiatric disorders.

Chinese Academy of Sciences and Bayer: A scientific and technical co-operation agreement promoting joint research projects and supporting Academy scientists. Bayer provides around $600,000 per year in joint projects with Chinese research institutes.

In addition to the above collaborations, AstraZeneca recently opened its East Asia Clinical Research Centre in Shanghai which aims to employ over 40 staff and another multinational became the first one to open a basic research centre in China.
Despite the co-operative opportunities described above, many barriers remain, from the perspective of a foreign pharmaceutical manufacturer wanting to work in China, including with Chinese firms. To start with, many MNCs prefer to conduct business in India, put off by the language barriers and relatively lower level of chemistry skills in China. Further barriers to foreign investment include the uncertainty surrounding intellectual property protection and registration approval processes, and regulatory discrimination between local and overseas firms. From the perspective of the research-based industry, problems in the area of intellectual property include:

- Copycat and generic drugs remain on the market; marketing approval by China’s State Drug Administration does not require that the drug maker have a valid patent.

- The exclusive marketing period for new drugs is only five years after commercialisation (versus six years in Japan). However, foreign pharmaceutical manufacturers that import the bulk drug are excluded from this protection. Consequently, Chinese drug makers are easily able to obtain marketing approval for and commercialise generic formulations before patent protection expires.

‘Problems’ in the area of registration approval processes include the fact that it takes 2–2.5 years (from NDA filing to approval), compared with 1–1.5 years in Japan, Europe and the US. Foreign drug makers also feel that there is discrimination in favour of local producers. Many of the domestically produced and registered drugs do not comply with GMP standards observed on the regulated markets, thus making those who do invest in quality processes unhappy about the lack of return on their development and quality control costs. In addition, the transaction system for drug approval is thought to be skewed in favour of domestic companies, not least because of the conflict of interest that arises because the drug registration authority is charged with both drug approval and promotion of the domestic industry. For instance, it is not uncommon for data from a pending new drug application to be leaked to Chinese drug makers.

9.3 Conclusion: Prospects for Chinese pharmaceutical firms

China’s strengths lie in low-cost generic ingredient and finished product production, although its chemical synthesis abilities lag behind India. Within the innovative products category, Chinese firms are strong in biotech and traditional medicine. R&D partnerships involving MNCs are at a nascent stage; a need for better translational processes between academic centres and industry has been identified, as well as improved ability to commercialise inventions in general. The institutional environment to support IPR is not aligned with reforms to product patent laws.
10 Implications of Changing IP on Product Level Access to Medicines in China

China started moving towards protecting intellectual property in 1993, with reform of its patent laws. Accession to WTO (and TRIPS) followed in 2002, and China has now enacted regulation extending all patents to twenty years, and data-exclusivity for six years.

In terms of assessing the impact of changing IP on access to medicines in China, the same parameters that were analysed in the Indian situation are also relevant in China, namely how TRIPS is affecting market structure and competition for existing medicines, at the firm and product level, and how it affects R&D incentives for new medicines. Unfortunately there is relatively less data available on these points as compared with India.

However, some of same conclusions can be drawn – e.g. that relatively more innovative products, for which there is little therapeutic competition, are the ones for which there is likely to be an access problem. HIV/AIDS medicines fit into this category, and there are some revealing examples of the access problems that China is already experiencing in this product category.

10.1 Generic ARVs

Between three and five companies are currently believed to be supplying the Chinese market with generic ARVs. When GSK’s Chinese patent expired on AZT, Northeast Pharmaceuticals Group (Chinese company) was granted a license by Chinese regulators to sell its generic version of zidovudine (AZT). Shanghai Desano Biopharmaceutical Company (also Chinese) received approval from Chinese regulators to manufacture and sell didanosine (ddI) and stavudine (d4T). While both of Bristol-Myers Squibb’s formulas, ddI and d4T, are protected by patent law in China, allegedly Desano applied to the drug administration for approval for its drug before Squibb applied for a patent. It has also been reported in the press that Desano is using a slightly different formula than Squibb uses. A third supplier to the Chinese market is the Indian firm, Ranbaxy, which has also registered two ARVs in China: AZT (in two dosages) and neviripine.
10.2 Patented ARVs

Despite the availability of generic versions of some ARVs, the ARV drugs available in China are therapeutically inadequate. Some drugs that are critical to WHO recommended guidelines are either missing from the market (lamivudine) or very expensive (efavirenz). The four drugs that are now being produced in China are not on the WHO’s list of recommended first-line treatments for HIV/AIDS; two of the drugs are even on a ‘not recommended’ list on the latest US National Institutes of Health treatment guidelines.\(^\text{110}\)

**Lamivudine**

For example, the GSK product, lamivudine, indicated for Hepatitis B and HIV/AIDS on Western markets, is available in China, but only for the Hepatitis B indication and only in the 100mg dose for Hepatitis B.\(^\text{111}\) Therefore, the medical practitioner takes on increased risk if he/she prescribes it for HIV/AIDS, and the patient must become involved in a more complicated dosing regimen, involving breaking up pills. Also, it means that post-marketing surveillance data will not be collected on the HIV/AIDS indication. The reasons for GSK’s decision remain unclear; what is clear is that GSK’s monopoly position, enabled by product patent protection and domestic production of the product from the primary stages,\(^\text{112}\) allows it to control the product’s usage (via the indication for which the product is registered), in support of GSK’s strategy for the product, and thus, IPR is an indirect barrier to the availability of product for HIV/AIDS.

**Viracept**

A similar example relates to Roche’s ARV, Viracept. Although Roche has an ‘access’ pricing policy\(^\text{113}\) for Viracept in China, the programme is meaningless on a practical level, since Viracept is not even registered in China. Drugs that are not registered cannot be imported into China, so the product is not physically available in China.\(^\text{114}\)

**Efavirenz**

A third example relates to Merck’s ARV efavirenz. Merck offers an ‘access’ price for efavirenz in China, however, there are two problems with the offer: 1) The offer has not been widely advertised, so that procurement people are unaware of it, and 2) the difference in price between the preferential price and the normal procurement price amounts to $7/box, which would not compensate for the increased time and effort taken to access the preferential price.\(^\text{115}\)

10.3 Discussion: Emerging lessons from China

Access barriers relating to registration and the practical details of ‘access’ policies, are the type that are not immediately linked to changing IPR regimes, but in fact they are
directly related to the patent holders’ monopoly rights, and the market control this provides.

As discussed in Section 9.2.2, foreign firms working in China are concerned about the level of IP protection in practice as well as the favouritism shown to domestic firms. The flip side of this is that domestic firms have quite a bit of latitude in terms of being allowed to place generics on the market legally. If the patent holder does not produce its API domestically, then the local firms can place a copy on the market, for example. The question arises as to why domestic firms are not doing this more often, for example, with the ARVs mentioned above. One answer may be that, unlike India, domestic firms do not have the same level of technological ability.\textsuperscript{116} So one answer to increased access to medicines in China, under current IP conditions, must be that Chinese firms need to upgrade their technological capacity. However, given IP concerns, they are unlikely to receive technology transfer, for proprietary drugs, from the research-based industry. Another possibility is that generic producers have developed ARVs, but that these are not yet on the market due to being caught up in the lengthy registration process.\textsuperscript{117} A third possibility is that the market has only recently looked commercially interesting to generic manufacturers, since the government has only recently acknowledged the scale of the epidemic, and begun to release official figures.

It is ironic that, despite the fact that China started respecting pharmaceutical product patents more than two years ago, the regulatory and legal infrastructure to support IPR lags behind. The implication is that the introduction of a product patent system, when not accompanied by an institutional environment that supports IPR, may make the intended gains from compliance with TRIPS\textsuperscript{118} illusionary in the short to medium term, whilst the welfare losses from reduced access to certain medicines may be more immediate and obvious. A second implication is that a multitude of country-specific institutions and processes influence the practical impact from compliance with TRIPS, therefore we are likely to see some very different experiences and impacts as countries implement pharmaceutical product patent protection.
As Chapter 5 revealed, the availability of quality, low-priced generic ingredients and finished products has without a doubt been a major benefit to access within India and China as well as to other countries.

As for how changing IP will affect the type of help that Indian and Chinese companies have been able to provide, for example towards the ARV efforts described above, it is relevant to consider not only the patent situation in the exporting country (India, China) but also that of the importing country.

**Post-2005 world-wide IP status**

Referring to Box 1 above, some African countries have already implemented patent laws in line with the more regulated markets. Thus, although generic copies of pre-1995 patented products, like some first line ARVs, will continue to be produced and exported from India, domestic patent laws in the more regulated countries (including some in
Some importing countries are finding ways to get around the access problem, and enable the importation of generic versions of ARVs that are under patent domestically, including finding IP loopholes in domestic legislation. For example, the South African Medicines Control Council gave a ‘Section 21 exemption’ to allow MSF to import normally illegal copies of patented ARVs from Brazil. Kenya also found a loophole in domestic legislation – something called the ‘Industrial Properties Act’, which gives the ability to override a patent, thereby allowing generics to be imported. The regional grouping OAPI says that there is no conflict between Doha and OAPI, since OAPI allows for government use, a variant of compulsory licensing, to import generic copies. Brazil has yet another way of getting around patents; Brazil requires foreign firms to manufacture drugs – or any other patented product – within Brazil, or lose that right to a local competitor after three years. Voluntary licenses also have the potential to get around the IP problem, although there must be certain conditions present to induce the originator to offer licenses, and these conditions are arguably only present in the large market economies with certain pre-existing manufacturing capabilities.

Other options for accessing less expensive supply include trying to access differential prices of the originator’s product through ‘access’ programmes, pooling demand for bulk purchasing, tapping into less expensive sources of the originator’s product through parallel importing, issuing a TRIPS-compliant compulsory license, or in eligible countries, ensuring that domestic legislation allows the country to take advantage of the TRIPS extension for least developed countries until 2016. For those patented medicines that become unavailable from Indian sources, domestic production may prove to be another option, perhaps used in conjunction with a compulsory licensing or 2016 extension, but only by those few less developed countries who are able to develop some domestic ARV manufacturing capacity. China may provide an alternative supply of intermediates or API in this situation. All of these options have their practical difficulties.

On the subject of world-wide access, although this paper focuses on access to medicines in developing countries, it is probably worth devoting one paragraph to point out that, ironically, consumers in the regulated markets, particularly the US, France, Italy and Spain, stand to benefit from the introduction of product patents in India and China. As explained earlier, Indian and, to a lesser extent, Chinese firms have begun to increase their focus on exports to the regulated markets, in response to the diminishing growth potential from future domestic sales. The end result of this export focus will most certainly be more competition and lower prices in the US and Europe for generics and for alternative dosage forms, delivery systems and even perhaps, alternative chemical varieties of the more innovative products.

Some observers have commented that the implementation of TRIPS, and the attention
that it has drawn to the ARV price differential between the developed country price and the Indian generic company’s prices, may be the start of the undoing of the current intellectual property system. This is an important risk for the research-based MNCs. However, a more immediate, and perhaps less recognised, risk for generic and research based MNCs alike, and brought on partly by TRIPS, will be the loss of revenues felt as Indian firms begin to encroach on what has traditionally been their turf.
12 Potential Role for UK Government: Dialogue, Monitoring, Technical Assistance, Further Research

The following paragraphs provide ideas for monitoring, dialogue, technical assistance and further research that the UK government could potentially lead or contribute towards.

Initiatives to help link up universities with industry

As mentioned in the China section, universities are engaged in some very good technical work, however, better links between industry and universities are needed. Since the productivity of an industry is a function not only of the efficiency of its component institutions, but also the ways in which they interact, improving upon these linkages should not only increase productivity but should also allow better commercialisation of products discovered within universities in developing countries.¹²⁸ How exactly to create and structure these links, however, would need to be investigated for each country, taking into consideration the underlying country resources and policy settings which set the framework for IP implementation.

For example, a number of Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development governments have shown considerable interest in emulating the Bayh-Dole Act of 1980, a piece of legislation that is widely credited with stimulating significant growth in university–industry technology transfer and research collaboration in the United States. However, efforts to emulate the Bayh-Dole Act elsewhere, particularly in developing countries, are likely to have modest success at best without greater attention to the underlying structural differences among the higher education systems of different nations.¹²⁹

Help in negotiating contract terms

Developing country firms are in the weak negotiating position when it comes to negotiating contract terms, and in particular, license fees. There may be a role for international assistance here.
Technical assistance in determining royalty rates and finance for royalty payments

If voluntary or compulsory licenses are sought, there is very little precedent in terms of setting economic royalty rates. Technical assistance may be needed to help assess an appropriate rate. If the rate is very high, donors may also help provide finance for the royalty.\textsuperscript{130}

**Patent processing expertise**

Developed country governments could help developing countries improve their expertise in judging whether a patent application is justified. Collaboration with the United Kingdom Certified Institute of Patents Agents might be useful, since they provide training to patent professionals in law, science, engineering, and patent infringement.

**Monitoring the impact of TRIPS**

The WHO co-ordinates a network of academic institutions, responsible for monitoring the impact of TRIPS implementation, but some of the country data has been difficult to interpret thus far.\textsuperscript{131} Monitoring price changes in India and China, overall and for specific product categories will be very important, as will monitoring the R&D spend (aggregate and composition) and patent activity (overall, and by type of patent – including traditional medicines and for products for neglected diseases) in markets where patents have recently been introduced.

Monitoring the impact of bilateral negotiations on how TRIPS is translated into national law, and the balance struck between industrial and health policy will also be important for the international community as a whole.

**Patent bank\textsuperscript{132}**

There currently exist a few sector-specific brokers who specialise in linking up patent holders with lesser-cost producers in developing countries to develop or produce drugs for neglected diseases (e.g. WHO/Special Programme for Research and Training in Tropical Diseases and Medicines for Malaria Venture), in cases where a patent or technology is of use to developing countries, and the patent owner is interested in divesting of the technology. The possibility could be explored to create an umbrella patent bank, with a service component, dedicated to the search for potential partners in the developing world to whom the technology and its related tacit knowledge component could be transferred. Existing technology transfer brokers and networks would make excellent partners for such an initiative.

**Advocacy**

This study has provided the evidence that Indian and Chinese firms have the potential to be quality, low-cost suppliers. Donor-funded purchasing activities should therefore
avoid raising barriers to entry for these firms to supply publicly funded programmes. More ideally, donors could more proactively seek to lower barriers to entry for these suppliers, since their lower-cost structure makes them more obvious and sustainable partners for publicly-funded programmes concerned with cost.

**Product development public–private partnerships**

Many product development public–private partnerships exist to bring products for neglected diseases to market, but despite the recognition that low prices will be needed to facilitate access to these products, once developed, these partnerships often take place between donors and firms with higher cost structures, located in developed countries. The results of this study make a strong case for donors to increase their consideration of low-cost, high-quality researchers and manufacturers, particularly in India, as legitimate partners in developing and manufacturing products that address public health needs. This study goes some way in unpacking some of the peculiarities of Chinese and Indian pharmaceutical firms, but further and more detailed research would be needed to tailor and determine the impact that specific incentive packages for R&D into neglected diseases would have, given the specific comparative advantages, strategies and cost structures of these firms. Once implemented, monitoring the impact of push/pull incentives for neglected diseases on research spend and patent activity would also be necessary.

**Further research**

This study offers a wide scoping of the current situation and emerging trends with two of the world’s major medicine supplying countries. However, given the dearth of available information on China, primary research would be needed in order to better understand the capacity and strategies of Chinese firms, insofar as this would answer questions about changing market conditions and competition that have downstream effects on access. The Chinese ARV situation, in particular, warrants further research to determine why the capacity to supply generic API for export has not translated into better ARV supply for the domestic market.
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